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Energy-Efficient Resilience in
Translucent Optical Networks With
Mixed Regenerator Placement
Xiaoliang Chen, Fan Ji, Yanan Wu, and Zuqing Zhu

Abstract—In this paper, we investigate energy-efficient
resilience designs for the translucent optical networks using
mixed regenerator placement (MRP). We consider both static
and dynamic traffic scenarios and aim to provide 100%
restoration against single-link failures while minimizing
the total energy-cost on regenerators. For static traffic scenarios, we formulate an integer linear programming (ILP)
model to solve the energy-efficient p-cycle design for translucent optical networks with MRP. The ILP model optimizes
the allocation of working and protection resources jointly
under the quality of transmission constraint, with the objective to minimize the total energy cost. A heuristic that can
sequentially optimize the p-cycle designs for connections
is proposed afterward. We use simulations to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms with both uniform and
nonuniform traffic models. For dynamic traffic scenarios,
we design an algorithm that can handle the setting-up and
tearing-down of p-cycles dynamically, according to the timevariant connections. We enhance this algorithm by introducing a reoptimization procedure, which can reassemble
existing p-cycles for higher energy efficiency. An ILP model
is formulated and solved for the p-cycle reoptimization. We
then consider two reoptimization scenarios: (1) on demand
(p-cycle-oDRO) and (2) on schedule (p-cycle-oSRO). In addition to the link-based p-cycle, we also study the path-based
shared backup path protection scheme.

networks have been categorized as transparent, translucent, and opaque. In transparent optical networks, an optical signal bypasses all optical–electronic–optical (O/E/O)
conversions at the intermediate nodes along its lightpath.
As transmission impairments can accumulate along transparent lightpaths, it is difficult in practice to deploy transparent optical networks on a large scale [2]. It is known that
O/E/O reamplification, reshaping, and retiming (3R) regenerators can improve the quality of transmission (QoT)
dramatically [3]. However, O/E/O 3R regenerators usually
incur additional capital and operational expenditures owing
to their relatively high equipment cost and power consumption. Therefore, the opaque optical networks that make
optical signals experience O/E/O 3R regenerators at every
intermediate node are also not promising for practical
deployment. With the idea of placing O/E/O 3R regenerators
sparsely, Ramamurthy et al. proposed to use translucent
optical networks for better cost effectiveness [2].

ecent research indicates that Internet traffic has
been growing exponentially with an annual rate of
more than 34% [1]. With their tremendous bandwidth,
optical fibers make optical networks the only feasible infrastructure known so far that can adapt to the consequent
bandwidth-demand increases, especially for metro and core
networks. Today’s optical networks rely on wavelengthdivision multiplexing (WDM) transponders to transmit
optical signals, and they use wavelength cross-connect
switches to route signals along the lightpaths. Depending
on how the optical signals are handled in lightpaths, optical

Previously, all-optical reamplification and reshaping
(2R) regenerators have been experimentally demonstrated
for regenerating intensity-modulated signals at 40 Gb∕s [4].
More recent research advances indicated that all-optical
2R regeneration would also be achievable for phasemodulated [5], intensity-and-phase-modulated [6], and
polarization-modulated [7] signals. Moreover, compared to
their electronic counterparts (i.e., O/E/O 3R regenerators),
all-optical 2R regenerators usually have compact sizes and
relatively low power consumption [8]. Therefore, we expect
them to be important building blocks for future optical
transmission systems. Note that the technologies for alloptical 2R regeneration are still immature at this moment,
and we therefore do not expect them to replace O/E/O 3R
immediately. Previous research works have suggested that
the energy efficiency of a translucent optical network can
be further improved by leveraging the relatively low energy
cost of all-optical 2R regenerators [9,10]. More specifically,
while still satisfying the QoT constraint, we can partially
replace some power-hungry O/E/O 3R regenerators with
all-optical 2R regenerators and incorporate mixed regenerator placement (MRP) to reduce the energy cost [9].
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Since a network element failure may lead to severe
service disruptions in optical networks due to the high
transmission rate, protection schemes have to be considered to provide resilience. Resilience in translucent optical
networks has been investigated for both static [11–13] and
dynamic [14,15] traffic scenarios. However, the resilience

Index Terms—Mixed regenerator placement (MRP);
p-cycle; p-cycle reoptimization; Shared backup path protection (SBPP); Translucent optical networks.
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schemes for the translucent networks using MRP have not
been explored yet. Shared backup path protection (SBPP)
is a path-based scheme that allocates two disjoint lightpaths to each connection as its working and protection
paths, while the protection paths of multiple connections
can share the same link resources if their working paths
are disjoint [16,17]. One drawback of SBPP is that the
backup resources can only be reserved but cannot be preconfigured [18], and this can incur relatively complicated
signaling mechanisms and many switch reconfigurations
during restoration, especially for the cases in which both
working and protection paths consist of large numbers of
hops. On the other hand, protection can also be realized
with the link-based preconfigured-cycle (p-cycle) schemes
[19–22]. In these schemes, a p-cycle is preconfigured to
protect a working link, and, when the link fails, only its
two end nodes engage in the restoration. Therefore, compared with SBPP, p-cycles can reduce the complexity of signaling mechanisms and switch reconfigurations. Moreover,
previous work in [23,24] suggested that the relatively simple signaling mechanisms and few switch reconfigurations
of p-cycles could lead to a shorter restoration time over
SBPP. Nevertheless, since a p-cycle usually reserves the
resources on more than one link to protect one link, it
has an intrinsic drawback of low protection efficiency (PE).
In this paper, we investigate energy-efficient resilience
for the translucent networks using MRP. We address both
static and dynamic traffic scenarios and aim to provide
100% restoration against single-link failures while minimizing the total energy cost of regenerators. For static traffic, we first consider link-based protection using p-cycles
and formulate an ILP model to solve the energy-efficient
p-cycle design for translucent networks. The ILP model optimizes the allocation of working and protection resources
jointly under the QoT constraint, with the objective to minimize the total energy cost. To reduce the computational
complexity, we then propose a heuristic that can sequentially optimize the p-cycle designs for connections. For
dynamic traffic, we first design an algorithm that can handle the setting up and tearing down of p-cycles dynamically,
according to the time-variant connections. We enhance this
algorithm afterward by introducing a p-cycle reoptimization procedure. An ILP model is formulated and solved
for p-cycle reoptimization. In addition to the link-based
p-cycle, we also study the path-based SBPP scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. With the
static traffic scenario, Section II investigates the energyefficient resilience designs for the translucent networks
using MRP. Simulation results on the energy-efficient resilience designs for static traffic are presented in Section III.
Section IV discusses the energy-efficient resilience designs
for dynamic traffic, and Section V shows the corresponding
simulation results. Finally, Section VI summarizes the paper.

II. ENERGY-EFFICIENT RESILIENCE IN TRANSLUCENT
NETWORKS WITH MRP AND STATIC TRAFFIC
Figure 1 illustrates an intuitive example of p-cycles in
translucent networks with MRP. The working lightpath
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Fig. 1. Resilience based on a p-cycle in a translucent network
with MRP.

(i.e., 1-2-4-6) passes through a 3R regenerator, which ensures the end-to-end QoT. For link 2-4, we construct a p-cycle
(i.e., 2-3-5-4-2) and reserve corresponding wavelength and
2R/3R regenerator resources. When link 2-4 fails, we activate the rest of the cycle (i.e., 2-3-5-4) and reconfigure the
optical switches on nodes 2 and 4 to reroute the working
lightpath over 1-2-3-5-4-6 for restoration. Meanwhile, the
MRP on the new route still ensures the end-to-end QoT.
Similarly, we can construct p-cycles for links 1-2 and 4-6
and achieve 100% restoration against single-link failures.
Moreover, note that the p-cycle 2-3-5-4-2 can also protect
link 2-5 with segment 2-3-5, and protect link 5-2 with segment 5-4-2. In order to improve the energy efficiency of protection, we allow sharing of a p-cycle among multiple links.
The problem of energy-efficient resilience in translucent
networks with MRP can be defined as follows. Given a network topology GV; E and a traffic matrix Λ, we aim to
perform routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) and
MRP for working lightpaths and the corresponding p-cycles
such that (1) the traffic between any source-destination
pair in Λ can be served with working lightpaths that have
sufficient end-to-end QoT, (2) the 100% restoration against
single-link failures can be achieved with p-cycles, and
(3) the total energy cost of all-optical 2R and O/E/O 3R
regenerators is minimized.

A. ILP Formulation
We first formulate a joint ILP model to solve the working
and protection resource allocations simultaneously for
energy-efficient resilience in translucent networks with
MRP. To reduce computational complexity, we perform
the following precomputations: (1) For each s-d pair (s,
d ∈ V) in GV; E, K shortest path candidates are calculated, denoted fRks;d ; k  1; …; Kg; (2) all unidirectional
cycles in GV; E are found, denoted fCi ; i  1; …; Ng,
where N is the total number of cycles; and (3) for each routing path in fRks;d g, ∀s, d ∈ V, s ≠ d or a unidirectional cycle
Ci , a MRP solution is obtained with the minimum total
energy cost while satisfying the QoT requirement [9].
In the context of this work, we evaluate the QoT of a lightpath with the end-to-end bit error rate (BER) and ensure
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that the end-to-end BER is below a preset threshold, denoted BERt . Note that, in order to guarantee the QoT of
restoration, we calculate MRP for a Ci according to the
worst-case scenario, where the whole cycle would be utilized
with a certain performance margin. The margin is reserved
for a lightpath’s transmission out of Ci. Moreover, during
resilience design, we incorporate a step to validate the
MRP of a p-cycle and make sure that the end-to-end BERs
of all its restoration cases are below BERt. We also assume
that both 2R and 3R regenerators have wavelength conversion capability, and hence the wavelength continuity constraint holds only for the path segments between two
regenerators. The joint ILP model is formulated as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notation:
GV; E: Physical topology.
W: Number of wavelengths on each fiber.
Λ: Traffic matrix.
λs;d : Traffic demand in Λ from s to d, s, d ∈ V.
ls;d;r : The r-th working lightpath from s to d.
Ci : A unidirectional cycle in GV; E, where i is the
unique ID.
Rks;d : The k-th path candidate from s to d.
PjR : Average energy cost per j-R regenerator ( j  2; 3).
Variables:
χ i;e : Boolean variable that equals 1 if Ci can protect link e,
e ∈ E, and 0 otherwise.
ωi : Integer variable that indicates the number of wavelengths being assigned to Ci .
f C;j
u;i : Boolean variable that equals 1 if a j-R regenerator is
placed at node u in cycle Ci , and 0 otherwise.
f R;j
u;s;d;k : Boolean variable that equals 1 if a j-R regenerator
is placed at node u in Rks;d , and 0 otherwise.
ψ r;s;d;k : Boolean variable that equals 1 if ls;d;r takes Rks;d ,
and 0 otherwise.
qC
i;e : Boolean variable that equals 1 if e ∈ Ci , and 0
otherwise.
qR
s;d;e;r : Boolean variable that equals 1 if ls;d;r routes over
link e, and 0 otherwise.

Hence, the total regenerator energy cost of the resilience
design for a translucent network with MRP is
P

X

ωi

i



3
XX

s;d

r

k

ψ r;s;d;k

3
X X

f R;j
u;s;d;k

·

PjR :

(1)

u∈Rks;d j2

Objective:
Minimize P:

i

s;d

∀ e ∈ E:

(3)

r

Equation (4) ensures single-path routing for each working lightpath ls;d;r :
X

ψ r;s;d;k  1;

∀ s; d; r:

(4)

k

Equation (5) ensures that the traffic demand is satisfied
for each s-d pair in the traffic matrix:
XX
r

ψ r;s;d;k ≥ λs;d ;

∀ s; d:

(5)

k

Equations (6) and (7) ensure that at most one regenerator is allocated at node u for each wavelength channel
of a p-cycle or a working lightpath:
X

f C;j
u;i ≤ 1;

∀ u; i;

(6)

j

X

f R;j
u;s;d;k ≤ 1;

∀ u; s; d; k:

(7)

j

Equation (8) ensures that all working lightpaths are
protected by the p-cycles and 100% restoration can be
achieved against single-link failures:
XX
X
ωi · χ i;e ≥
qR
s;d;e;r ;
i

s;d

∀ e ∈ E:

(8)

r

Equation (9) limits the ranges of the variables:
ωi ∈ 0; W;
R;j
C
R
χ i;e ; f C;j
u;i ; f u;s;d;k ; ψ r;s;d;k ; qi;e ; qs;d;e;r ∈ f0; 1g:

(9)

We obtain the working lightpaths, the p-cycles, and the
associated MRP by solving the joint ILP, and then assign
wavelengths accordingly under the wavelength continuity
constraint. For this static traffic scenario, we assume that
the wavelength resource is sufficient (i.e., W is sufficiently
large) for the traffic demands, and we do not consider
request blocking.

B. Heuristic Algorithm

j
f C;j
u;i · PR

u∈Ci j2

XXX

XX
X
ωi · qC
qR
i;e 
s;d;e;r ≤ W;

(2)

Constraints:
Equation (3) ensures that the wavelength assignment
on each link e satisfies the capacity constraint:

The joint ILP can provide the optimal resilience design
with the highest energy efficiency. However, its computational complexity is also high, which determines that it
is not scalable with the network scale or the traffic volume.
In this subsection, we discuss a heuristic algorithm that
handles the designs of the working lightpaths and p-cycles
separately for high computational efficiency.
Definition: The PE of a backup structure is the proportion of the working wavelength capacity it can protect
relative to the capacity it actually occupies.
Algorithm 1 explains the details of the heuristic, which
has two phases. In the first phase, working lightpaths are
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set up using the shortest path routing and the energyefficient MRP scheme developed in [9], and then the wavelength assignment is performed based on the maximum
transparent segment scheme [25]. In the second phase,
p-cycles are assembled iteratively, based on their PEs, from
high to low, until all working lightpaths are protected
against single-link failures.
Algorithm 1: Energy-Efficient Resilience Design for
Translucent Networks With MRP and Static Traffic
1 {Phase I: Setting up working lightpaths}
2 for all λs;d ∈ Λ do
3
decompose λs;d into fls;d;r g based on the capacity of a
wavelength channel;
4
for all fls;d;r g of the current s-d pair do
5
find the shortest path from s to d in GV; E;
6
obtain energy-efficient MRP along the path [9];
7
assign wavelengths with minimum additional
wavelength conversions [25];
8
end
9 end
10 {Phase II: Assembling p-cycles}
11 calculate all unidirectional cycles fCi g in GV; E;
12 obtain energy-efficient MRP for each Ci ;
13 While there is working capacity not protected yet do
14
calculate PE for each Ci based on the working
capacity that is not yet protected;
15
select the Ci that has the highest PE;
16
assign wavelengths for the Ci with minimum additional wavelength conversions;
17
subtract the capacity that Ci can protect from the
outstanding working capacity;
18 end

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

FOR

STATIC TRAFFIC SCENARIO

In order to evaluate the performance of the resilience
design algorithms discussed in the previous section, we
perform simulations using the NSFNET topology in Fig. 2.
For the topology, we define two types of nodes: (1) switching
nodes (labeled with numbers) where the lightpaths can
start and end and (2) by-pass regeneration sites where
the lightpaths can only pass through. We assume that the
link length between two by-pass regeneration sites is

Fig. 2. NSFNET topology for simulations.
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identical: 600 km. With this topology, we obtain 252 unidirectional cycles using the algorithm developed in [26]. The
average energy costs of 2R and 3R regenerators (i.e., P2R
and P3R ) are assumed to be 2 and 15 units, respectively, according to the experimental results in [8]. The datarate of
each wavelength channel is set as 40 Gbits∕s, and the QoT
threshold of each lightpath is BERt  10−4 to accommodate
the forward-error-correction (FEC) threshold. Other physical parameters for QoT estimations are the same as those
in [9]. In the simulations, we compare three energyefficient resilience design algorithms, i.e., the p-cycle design with ILP (p-cycle-ILP), the p-cycle design with the
heuristic (p-cycle-HEU), and the SBPP design with the algorithm in [27]. We consider both uniform and nonuniform
traffic distributions. For the uniform case, the traffic demands are generated by randomly selecting their s-d pairs
in the topology. We use the traffic matrix in Table I, which
is from a realistic traffic analysis [28], for the nonuniform
case. We use GLPK [29] to solve the ILPs, and use
MATLAB to implement the heuristic.
Figures 3 and 4 show the simulation results for static
uniform traffic. Figure 3(a) compares the total energy costs
from the three algorithms for different traffic volumes.
It can be seen that when the total network throughput
is ≤16 Tbits∕s, the energy cost from p-cycle-HEU is close
to that from p-cycle-ILP. However, when the traffic volume
keeps increasing, the designs from p-cycle-HEU require
more extra energy when compared with those from
p-cycle-ILP. This is because p-cycle-ILP optimizes the energy costs for all traffic demands jointly, and its advantage
over p-cycle-HEU that handles the demands sequentially
increases dramatically with the number of demands, i.e.,
the traffic volume. On average, the resilience designs from
p-cycle-HEU consume 16.6% extra energy than those from
p-cycle-ILP. When comparing the p-cycle schemes with
SBPP, we observe that SBPP consumes less energy than
p-cycle. This is because the p-cycle schemes usually reserve
the resources on more than one link to protect one link,
which leads to relatively long restoration paths. On average, the solutions from p-cycle-ILP consume 21.87% extra
energy than those from SBPP. Figure 3(b) illustrates the
average wavelength usage per link from the algorithms,
which indicates that p-cycle-HEU requires 21.1% more
wavelength channels on average than the p-cycle-ILP.
Compared with p-cycle-ILP, SBPP provides similar results
on wavelength usage per link, while the results from
p-cycle-HEU are the highest.
Figure 4 shows the simulation results on average PE per
p-cycle. It can be seen that the PE from p-cycle-ILP is
higher than that from p-cycle-HEU and increases with the
traffic volume. This is because p-cycle-ILP optimizes the
resilience designs for all lightpaths jointly. Therefore,
when traffic volume increases, the possibility of p-cycles
sharing also becomes larger, and this eventually pushes
the average PE from p-cycle-ILP to go higher. However,
for p-cycle-HEU, it optimizes the resilience designs for
the lightpaths sequentially and cannot achieve the global
optimum, and thus its average PE stays almost unchanged
for different traffic volumes. The overall average PE from
p-cycle-ILP is 1.33, while it is 0.75 for p-cycle-HEU.
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TRAFFIC MATRIX Λ

FOR

TABLE I
NONUNIFORM TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION

Node

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

2
0
2
1
8
2
1
5
3
5
1
5
1
4

1
2
0
2
3
2
11
20
5
2
1
1
1
2

1
1
2
0
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2

1
8
3
1
0
3
3
7
3
3
1
5
2
5

4
2
2
1
3
0
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

1
1
11
2
3
2
0
9
4
20
1
8
1
4

1
5
20
1
7
1
9
0
27
7
2
3
2
4

2
3
5
2
3
2
4
27
0
75
2
9
3
0

1
5
2
2
3
2
20
7
75
0
1
1
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
0
2
1
61

1
5
1
2
5
1
8
3
9
1
2
0
1
81

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
0
2

1
4
2
2
5
2
4
4
1
1
61
81
2
0

Figures 5 and 6 show the simulation results for static
nonuniform traffic. For the regenerator energy cost and
wavelength usage, similar trends can be seen. According to
Table I, most of the traffic is distributed between nodes
that are adjacent in the network, and thus the total energy
costs in Fig. 5(a) are lower than those in Fig. 3(a). For the
results on average PE, we can see that the values are
lower than those for the uniform traffic case. The overall
average PE from p-cycle-ILP is 0.90, while it is 0.60 for
p-cycle-HEU. This is because, compared with uniform

traffic, different working lightpaths have a larger possibility to share links with nonuniform traffic. Therefore, in
order to protect against single-link failures, the algorithm
needs to assemble more p-cycles, even when the network
traffic volume is the same.

IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT RESILIENCE IN TRANSLUCENT
NETWORKS WITH MRP AND DYNAMIC TRAFFIC
The static traffic scenario is usually used for the network
planning phase, where network operators scale networks
with traffic predictions. However, for practical network
operations, network operators also need to handle dynamic
traffic; i.e., the lightpath requests are time variant and can
arrive and leave on the fly. In this section, we investigate
resilience designs for translucent networks with MRP and
dynamic traffic.
Since it would be difficult to adjust network resources
(i.e., number of wavelength channels per link W and number of available 2R and 3R regenerators in each node) on
the fly in dynamic network operations [30], we assume that
the network resources are predetermined according to a
link budget and an energy budget. Consequently, we need
to consider request blocking, when a feasible working

Fig. 3. Simulation results for static uniform traffic: (a) Total regenerator energy cost and (b) average wavelength usage per link.

Fig. 4. Simulation results on average PE per p-cycle for static
uniform traffic.
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lightpath request arrives, p-cycle-NRO serves it with the
shortest path between its s-d pair, and allocates available
wavelengths and proper regenerators along the path. Then
the algorithm checks whether the existing p-cycles in the
network can protect it; otherwise, additional p-cycles are
assembled according to their PEs in descending order until
the lightpath is protected against single-link failures. If
any of the above procedures fails, the request is blocked.
Unnecessary p-cycles, i.e., those that do not protect any
working lightpath anymore, are dismantled when the requests have expired.
To further improve the energy efficiency of dynamic
resilience design with MRP, we introduce a reoptimization
procedure to reassemble the existing p-cycles in the network. Note that, as all working lightpaths remain untouched during the reoptimization, this procedure does not
cause any service interruption. We formulate an ILP model
to solve the reoptimization with minimum backup energy
cost.

Fig. 5. Simulation results for static nonuniform traffic: (a) Total
regenerator energy cost and (b) average wavelength usage per link.

lightpath and the associated protection cannot be found for
a request under the resource constraints. The objective of
the dynamic resilience design is to jointly minimize the
number of blocked requests and the regenerator energy cost.

A. Resilience With p-Cycle
We first consider a dynamic resilience design algorithm
that is modified from Algorithm 1, and call it p-cycle design
without reoptimization (p-cycle-NRO). When a dynamic

Notation:
• GV; E: Physical topology.
• W: Number of wavelengths on each fiber.
• Ci : A unidirectional cycle in GV; E, where i is the
unique ID.
• PjR : Average energy cost per j-R regenerator ( j  2; 3).
• N R;j
u : Number of available j-R regenerators in node u.
• De : Number of working lightpaths on link e.
Variables:
• χ i;e : Boolean variable that equals 1 if Ci can protect link e,
e ∈ E, and 0 otherwise.
• ωi : Integer variable that indicates the number of wavelengths being assigned to Ci .
• f C;j
u;i : Boolean variable that equals 1 if a j-R regenerator is
placed at node u in cycle Ci , and 0 otherwise.
• qC
i;e : Boolean variable that equals 1 if e ∈ Ci, and 0
otherwise.
Hence, the total regenerator energy cost of the p-cycles
in the network is
Pbackup 

X
i

ωi

3
XX

j
f C;j
u;i · PR :

(10)

u∈Ci j2

For the reoptimization, we have
Objective:
Minimize Pbackup :

(11)

Constraints:
Equation (12) ensures that the wavelength assignment
on each link e satisfies the capacity constraint:
X
ωi · qC
∀ e ∈ E:
(12)
i;e  De ≤ W;
i

Fig. 6. Simulation results on average PE per p-cycle for static
nonuniform traffic.

Equation (13) ensures that all working lightpaths are
still protected by the new p-cycles:
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By solving the ILP, we obtain the cycle selection, the
wavelength assignment, and the regenerator allocation
of new p-cycles that can protect current working lightpaths
against single-link failures, with the minimum energy cost.
For the timing, we consider two scenarios: (1) on demand
and (2) on schedule. For the p-cycle design with on demand
reoptimization (p-cycle-oDRO), we invoke a reoptimization
whenever a request cannot be served. However, for the
p-cycle design with on schedule reoptimization (p-cycleoSRO), we invoke a reoptimization with a fixed operation
time interval.

Fig. 7. Resilience based on SBPP in a translucent network with
MRP.

X
ωi · χ i;e ≥ De ;

∀ e ∈ E:

(13)

i

Equation (14) ensures that the regenerator allocation
satisfies the regenerator resource constraint:
X

R;j
ωi · f C;j
u;i ≤ N u ;

∀ u ∈ V;

∀ j ∈ f2; 3g:

(14)

i

Equation (15) limits the ranges of the variables:
C
ωi ∈ 0; W; χ i;e ; f C;j
u;i ; qi;e ∈ f0; 1g:

(15)

Fig. 8. Blocking probability versus traffic load from different
dynamic resilience design algorithms: (a) Total energy budget is
15 k units and (b) total energy budget is 20 k units.

B. Resilience With Shared Backup Path Protection
(SBPP)
For dynamic resilience design, we also consider SBPP.
SBPP ensures that each working lightpath is protected
by a backup one, while different backup paths can share
the same resources as long as their working paths are disjoint. Figure 7 shows an example of SBPP in a translucent
network with MRP. We can see that the backup paths of
disjoint lightpaths 1-2-4-7 and 2-6 traverse links 3-5 and
5-6, and thus they can share the resources on nodes 3
and 5 and links 3-5 and 5-6.
Algorithm 2 shows the detailed procedures of dynamic
resilience design with SBPP. When a lightpath request

Fig. 9. Comparisons of (a) backup energy cost and (b) backup
wavelength usage, before and after reoptimization with p-cycleoSRO and the total energy budget of 15 k units.
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arrives, we calculate two disjoint shortest paths for its s-d
pair and use the shorter one as the working path. After allocating wavelength channels and regenerators along the
working path, we check each link of the backup path
and determine whether it can share resources with any
existing backup path. New wavelengths and regenerators
are allocated if resource sharing is not feasible; otherwise,
we update the resource sharing information and reallocate
regenerators if necessary.
Algorithm 2: Dynamic Resilience Design With SBPP
1
While network is operational do
2
restore network resources used by expired
requests;
3
for each new request do
4
get the shortest path R1s;d of the s-d pair;
5
assign working lightpath to R1s;d ;
6
obtain energy-efficient MRP along R1s;d [9];
7
assign wavelengths with minimum additional wavelength conversions [25];
8
If working path provisioning is successful
then
9
remove links e ∈ R1s;d in GV; E;
10
get the shortest path R2s;d in GV; E;
11
assign backup path to R2s;d ;
12
for each link e ∈ R2s;d do
13
If e can be shared with other backup
path(s) then
14
re-allocate regenerator(s) if necessary;
15
update resource sharing information;
16
else
17
perform wavelength assignment and
regenerator allocation;
18
end
19
end
20
If backup path provisioning is success
then
21
mark the request as provisioned;
22
else
23
mark the request as blocked;
24
end
25
else
26
mark the request as blocked;
27
end
28
end
29 end

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

FOR
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request follows the negative exponential distribution with
an average of 1∕μ time units. Hence, the traffic load can be
quantified with λ∕μ in Erlangs. The rest of the simulation
parameters are the same as those in Section III.
Figure 8 plots the blocking probability from different
dynamic resilience design algorithms. As a path-based
scheme, SBPP is interstitially more capacity efficient than
the link-based p-cycle, with a much longer restoration time
[18]. Therefore, when the energy budget is the same, SBPP
achieves the best blocking performance for almost all
traffic scenarios in Fig. 8, especially when the load is heavy.
For SBPP, when adjacent links along a backup path are
shared by different working lightpaths, the corresponding
intermediate nodes need to be reconfigured during restoration, in addition to the source and destination nodes. Our
simulations indicate that the average number of reconfigurations per restoration for SBPP is 3.75. For a p-cycle
scheme, we only need to reconfigure the two end nodes
of a failed link per restoration, and thus its number of
reconfigurations is always 2.
Among the p-cycle schemes, p-cycle-oDRO provides
the lowest blocking probabilities. The blocking performance of p-cycle-oDRO is close to that of SBPP and is
even slightly better when the traffic load is ≤40 Erlangs
in Fig. 8(a). The blocking performance of p-cycle-oSRO falls
in between those of p-cycle-oDRO and p-cycle-NRO, which
reveals the trade-off between blocking performance and

DYNAMIC TRAFFIC SCENARIO

In this section, we discuss simulation results for dynamic resilience designs for translucent networks with
MRP. We still use the NSFNET topology in Fig. 2 and
assume that each link accommodates 40 wavelength channels. We fix the total energy cost budget as 15 and 20 k
units and distribute the 2R and 3R regenerators evenly
in the nodes. The s-d pairs of the dynamic requests are
randomly chosen, i.e., the dynamic traffic is uniform. The
requests’ arrivals follow a Poisson process with an average
rate of λ requests per time unit, and the lifetime of each

Fig. 10. Distributions of request blocking reasons for different
dynamic resilience design algorithms: (a) Total energy budget is
15 k units and (b) total energy budget is 20 k units.
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operation complexity. Figure 9 compares the backup energy
cost and the backup wavelength usage before and after reoptimization for p-cycle-oSRO with the total energy budget
of 15 k units. We can see that both the energy and wavelength channels consumed by the p-cycles decrease dramatically after the reoptimizations. To further analyze
the performance of the proposed algorithms, we investigate
the reasons that caused request blocking, and Fig. 10
shows the results. For SBPP, the majority of request blockings (> 90%) are due to the failures of working lightpath
provisioning, while the backup paths can be assembled
smoothly due to the effective resource sharing. For the
p-cycle schemes, backup provisioning causes more request
blockings because the backup paths consume more
resources.

VI. CONCLUSION
We studied energy-efficient resilience designs for translucent optical networks using MRP. We considered both
static and dynamic traffic scenarios and aimed to provide
100% restoration against single-link failures while minimizing the total energy-cost on regenerators. For static
traffic scenarios, we formulated an ILP model to optimize
the allocation of working and protection resources jointly
under the QoT constraint and proposed a heuristic that
can sequentially optimize the p-cycle designs for connections. Simulations evaluated the performance of the algorithms with both uniform and nonuniform traffic models.
For dynamic traffic scenarios, we designed three algorithms for p-cycle designs and also investigated the SBPP
scheme. The simulation results of dynamic traffic scenarios
indicated that when the energy budget was fixed, the SBPP
scheme could achieve the lowest blocking probability
because of its high-capacity efficiency. However, for the
p-cycle schemes, the simulation results verified that reoptimization could effectively reduce blocking probability.
The results also showed that the blocking performance
of p-cycle-oDRO was the lowest among three p-cycle based
dynamic resilience design algorithms.
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